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Need some good news?

Here’s a list of all the reasons I believe there’s still hope!

Follow along and let me know if I missed anything!

■■■■

1: We knew Trump would be banned on Twitter.

The fact that it happened verifies drips.

Yeah it sucks to not have him here (and losing a bunch of friends in the purge sucks) but it’s proof positive that it’s part of

the plan.

2: The fact that you and I are being censored proves that we’re a threat.

You don’t see flat-earthers and UFO accounts banned - it’s not because they’re wrong it’s because they’re not a threat.

3: They’re setting up NEW barriers in DC.

This tells me that someone still fee threatened, enough to go to great lengths and expense to protect themselves.

Thing is - MAGA is gone from DC. Who are they afraid of?

4: The National Guard in DC will soon be carrying guns.

Up until now they haven’t been allowed to, and now that the “fight is over” they ARE armed?

Doesn’t add up. There’s another chapter in this story.
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5: Pelosi and Schumer’s outrageous statements about Trump is ■ proof that Trump is still a threat to them.

They know as well as we do that Trump didn’t incite violence, yet they’re saying he’s going to start a nuclear war.

PANIC in DC. He’s not done yet.

6: It has been reported that the DNI report on election interference was delivered to congress right after they certified the

vote.

If 1/10th of what Sidney Powell has said is true, that’s enough to fill the depends in all of DC.

7: Trump has flown in the “Doomsday” E48B to Offutt AFB in NE.

This is the nervous center of US offensive military force and is the headquarters of the US Strategic Command

(USSTRATCOM).

You don’t go there to hide. You go there to FIGHT!

8: Trump laid out a timeline for us when he was in Georgia just earlier this week.

“Watch what’s going to come out in the next couple weeks. Watch what is going to be revealed.”

No one likes waiting, but the ultimate crime of Election Fraud has just been committed.

9: The end of Trump’s final video message on Twatter said “Our incredible journey is only just beginning.”

Does that sound like someone who’s about to turn the White House over to a geriatric socialist pawn? Hell no!

10: Trump also specified in his message that he has exhausted all the “LEGAL avenues” to fight election fraud.

We know that “the only way is the military” but Trump has tried to do it the east way first.

Now comes the hard way. Now comes pain.

11: Trump did NOT concede.

He never said the word concede. He never said Joe Biden. He never said he was done fighting.

He only mentions “transfer of power to next administration.”

More on this...

12: Trump has long said that the transfer of power he’s working toward is AWAY from DC and back to the people.

Based on the wording of his speech, it’s totally possible that he was trolling the DS media and still staying on brand.



13: General Flynn just told us in an interview one week ago that he is 100% confident Trump would win and serve his

second term in 2021.

From a dude with his level of experience and intel, I’m betting he knows something we don’t.

I’m not here to give you false hope. I’m not here to act like some sort of prophet.

All I’m doing is helping us think logically, look past today’s disappointments, and see the possibilities ahead of us based on

facts.

Where we go on, we go all!

14: HOW DID I FORGET THE EXECUTIVE ORDER?!?!

The EO on Foreign Election Interference gives Trump all sorts of avenues to freeze assets and bring justice. Assuming this

evidence exists (I think it does), there are many ways to continue fighting.
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